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Abstract
The thesis is concerned with clients’ perspective towards large engineering consultancies.  The
core  aim  of  this  work  is  to  understand  what  client  evaluates  when  trying  to  define  how
engineering consultancies are different from each other. To understand this area, theories of
marketing and branding in professional service industry will be analyzed. Further interviews
with both clients and consultants were held and based on empirical findings and theoretical
perspective, conclusions are drawn.
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DICTIONARY

For the purpose of this work some abbreviations or general words will be used to define a much
narrower group than the original meaning. These are explained below:
ECC – Engineering Consultancy Companies. This refers to only selected group of companies
defined in 3rd paragraph – Background.
Clients - industrial organizations that are repetitive customers of selected ECC’s. Selected
companies are currently operating in market and are not one time customers, but having
continuous demand for consulting activities.
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There is no such thing as "the facts of the case."
There is only a very selective subset of the overall
mass of data to which one has been subjected
that one takes as facts and judges to be relevant
to the question at issue.

- CIA, Central Intelligence Agency
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1  INTRODUCTION

1.1 Case

In most modern economies service industries are becoming dominant. In Sweden, service
industry is responsible for 70,9% of total GDP (World Fact Book, 2012). However, quite limited
amount of attention has been given to the issues of services marketing (Rushton et al., 1989).
Arguably, to even greater extent this question has been overlooked in area of professional
services and engineering consulting in particular. Companies in this industry can be defined by
focus on projects, which implementation demands for active interaction with the clients and
flexibility that is needed to implement unique projects (Løwendahl, 1997). And as need for
communication with clients is extremely important in creating an atmosphere for successful
project implementation (Pinto and Slevin, 1988), engineering consultancy firms have very close
personal relationships with their clients that are established during project implementation. Due
to this fact, engineering consultancy firms often neglect importance of marketing as they assume
that having direct contact to the clients replaces marketing. As noticed by Cowell - "it is similar
to the neglect that industrial marketing once received" (Cowell, 1980).

The idea that brand is adding value beyond the functionality of product have been first
introduced in 1955 by Gardner & Levy. They argued that:

A brand name is more than the label employed to differentiate among the manufacturers
of the product. It is a complex symbol that represents variety ideas and attributes. /…/ It
will also convey meanings which advertising, merchandising, promotion, publicity, and
even sheer length of existence have created (Gardner and Levy, 1955, 55).

It is important to note, that while the fundamentals of these ideas are very strong, they are
primarily focused on products. As product marketing is historically much more discussed and
have more and deeper insights, service providing companies have been borrowing ideas from the
manufacturing sector, which means that processes and guidelines are not necessarily adjusted for
services (Vargo and Lusch, 2004). Therefore considering what Kapferer has said is crucial for
further approach to marketing in services:

In order to become, or to stay strong, brands must be true to their identity. The notion of
brand image is both volatile and changing: it focuses too much on the brand appearance
and not on brand essence. /…/ The identity concept is crucial for three reasons: a brand
needs  to  be  durable,  to  send  out  coherent  signs  and  to  be  realistic.  It  is  thus  a  defense
against the risk of an idealized, fickle or opportunistic brand image (Kapferer, 1997,99)

For professional services companies it is vital to adopt these ideas of Kapferer, as otherwise
brand of such diverse companies, where primary resource are people will become too distant
from their own employees, who are actually building the brand. Professional services companies
must rethink inherited marketing ideas from B2C and manufacturing business, since nature of
these  companies  –  their  identity  –  are  truly  different.  As  proposed  by  M.  Lim  and  A.  Sheikh
(2011), engineers are rich sources of insight not only for corporate branding, but also more
generally for other industrial marketing disciplines, both from a theoretical as well as empirical
perspective (M. Lim ad A. Sheikh, 2011). So it is important to listen to engineers for marketing
and branding ideas, as they do have good ideas about it and branding is supposed to represent
who one is, rather than impose how one should be.
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1.2 Purpose
Since working for one of the large engineering consultancies I have got an impression that
majority of large engineering consultancies are very similar in every possible way. Most of them
preach similar values and ideologies and so it was hard to explain how one company was
actually different from another. As for employee, if faced of choosing to work for any of large
engineering consultancy firms and basing my decision on the marketing information, I would be
in trouble. Most of them seem the same, culture differences are unclear (based on marketing
material) and probably the decision would be based on opportunities, salary and conditions. This
is as well a choice between commoditized products.

When a product or service drifts towards the commodity category, strategic factors such as
product or service features become standardised. As a result customer focus gravitates towards
price, and the opportunities a business has to differentiate itself from its competitors appear to
narrow. Services, too, can become commodities (G. Kenny). G. Kenny further argues:

If we look further afield, at professional services, we see even greater opportunities for
differentiation and price variation. Take a large law firm like Minter Ellison. Its clients
and non-clients make their choices based on strategic factors such as price, image/brand
(perceived expertise), service quality, service range and client service. A key difference
here is that, unlike electricity and canned food, product/ service quality is difficult for a
client to assess. The service is administered by lawyers whose expertise clients can’t
evaluate. As a result, value, the weighing up of strategic factors, including price, becomes
tough to appraise. Image/brand becomes a signal for service quality and value. Thus, if
they get their image and reputation right, lawyers can charge premium prices.

While this is well understood by marketing professionals, it is doubtful how well these
opportunities are taken advantage off by engineering consultants. These firms are often internally
focused and the question how clients interprets consultants might be overlooked.

Therefore an important question has arisen – do clients of engineering consultancies are faced
with similar dilemma of choosing services as commodities?

From a first look, most of engineering consultants preach similar values that they provide and in
turn  make  it  difficult  to  distinguish  one  from  another.  It  may  seem  beneficial  for  customer  to
have such situation, where it is relatively easy to compare services. But the case is the quite
opposite. An interview with NCC has revealed this common problem:

“It is so important to get the right consultant – I am convinced. But not everybody is. The
price  is  pretty  important  to  most  my  colleagues.  I  tell  them  -  if  you  choose  the  wrong
consultant, it will cost you a lot in the next stage.
It is a difficult thing to buy a consultant, because every time you buy something and if
you are client and you don’t know what you are buying, it will probably be a bad buy. If
we look at NCC as a whole, when we buy consultants, we don’t really know what we are
buying. When you read the contracts it is pretty obvious. So it’s hard to buy things we
don’t know about.”

Therefore in Swedish market the current picture would be accurate:
- Large engineering consultants communicate similar values;
- It is not obviously clear what differences are between those consultancies;
- Some clients prioritize price over other features as those features are blurry while price is

precise.

In such situation importance of marketing and branding effort seems very reasonable. So a
mission of this paper is to conceive how clients perceive differences of engineering consultancy
companies. Or are there differences at all?
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2 THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE
The theoretical perspective is a summary of the existing knowledge and former performed
research on the subject. This chapter presents the theoretical reference frame that is necessary
for the performed research.

2.1 Marketing in Professional Services

Engineering consultancies have several features that distinguish this business from product or
manufacturing businesses:

Intangible assets make up the overwhelming majority of the assets of professional service
(B.Sharp, 1996);
Management structure (Filiatrault & Lapierre, 1997);
Knowledge intensive, with highly educated individuals; autonomic; felxibal/ad-hoc
organizational forms; extensive collaboration with clients (Alvesson, 2004);

These unique features in professional services field present significant implications for the
corporate branding of engineering consulting firms (M. Lim & A. Sheikh, 2011). Byron Sharp
(1996) in his article “Brand Equity and Market-based Assets of Professional Service Firms” has
identified 3 main differences that are relevant to issue of market-based assets, their nature and
the way they operate:

Importance. Since professional services firms seldom hold any substantial tangible assets,
and considering that market-based assets are reported as the most important of intangible
assets, then it would appear that market based assets are the most important assets of such
firms.
Professional services marketing places different emphasis on certain marketing mix
elements than product or consumer service marketing. Price is seldom so clearly
displayed, distribution doesn't take place through intermediaries in the same way, and
many types of impersonal communication, such as advertising, are restricted by industry
codes or customer expectations.
Fundamental differences between professional services and products which affect the
way consumers evaluate such offerings. Professional services are high on experience and
credence values in comparison to products which are more tangible. With professional
services it can be very difficult for consumers to assess just what they are going to get, in
regard to service features and service quality, prior to consumption.

Intangibles  being  so  big  part  of  professional  services,  it  is  obvious  that  perception  of  those
intangibilities is vital for generating business. The quality is very hard to grasp for clients and
therefore most often clients choose a known ‘evil’, rather than unknown ‘good’. B. Sharp, (1996)
notes:

Probably the greatest guarantee of future clientele for a professional service provider is
the  existence  of  current  clients.  Switching  costs  and  risks  of  choosing  poor  quality
provider (which are high in professional service industry) leads to situation where if
current provider is performing at least adequately, many customers will be reluctant to
switch.  /…/
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Claims  of  service  quality  on  behalf  of  competing  providers  do  little  to  prevent  this  as
customers expect claims made by service providers themselves to always be exaggerated.
(B. Sharp, 1996).

And there are researches identifying that traditional understanding of branding may be
misleading when speaking about professional services. D. Karreman and A. Rylander (2008) in
their work concludes – “nor is the primary audience necessarily clients or prospective clients, but
is  more  likely  to  be  employees  and  prospective  employees.”  Further,  D.  Karreman  and  A.
Rylander (2008) highlights that the studied company (leading IT consultancy) was using
branding to highlight identity of the firm, rather than distinguish itself from competitors.
However, this issue is widely discussed and is not agreed upon unanimously. Researches by
Aaker (1989) and Hall (1992) have revealed that majority of managers in United Kingdom
agreed that “reputation for quality”, "company reputation" and "product reputation" was their
most valuable sustainable competitive advantage. These executives also identified these assets as
if lost, would take longest to replace from scratch. Many academics stand on the same side as
well - brand consciousness leads to the formation of strong brand preferences (Zablah, Brown, &
Donthu, 2010). Studies also emphasize the need for brand to be an important part of the business
model, and for companies to propagate strong brand supporting culture.

In professional service firms usually there are no products that have brand image attached and so
it is most often employees that have to transmit the values and ideas that a corporation wants to
communicate. Thus firms must educate all their employees, no matter what is their level, so they
can understand and strengthen the brand identity (de Chernatony & Cottam, 2006).

To summarize, there are 2 main roads for branding in professional services companies - branding
towards current and prospect employees and towards customers. In some cases, however, it is
suggested that these two are very close and may not need to be separated since branding towards
employees in turn becomes branding towards customers, as customers receive a main branding
message from employees of that specific firm.

2.2 Common Problems
The specifics of professional service firms present some general problems often discussed when
speaking about differentiating them. The basic business model of every general consulting firm
in engineering industry is quite the same – serving the client to solve their problems and
attracting best talent (Maister 2003). Whoever is best at it, is ahead of the competition. And most
consultancies in the world are communicating the more or less the same message:

“To deliver outstanding client service; to provide fulfilling careers and professional
satisfaction for our people; and to achieve financial success so that we can reward
ourselves and grow.” (Maister 2003)

It’s no wonder if clients have troubles distinguishing or finding differences between such firms.
These are companies which work in same business areas, employ people with similar
backgrounds and experiences and describe themselves the same.

And it is then clear why engineering consultancy services do have some commodity traits. There
is no benefit for consulting companies to have their work treated as commodity. These are highly
skilled services which are of core importance for clients’ project. Successful implementation of
projects demand many intangible assets (eg skills, experience, motivation, patents) and market-
based assets such as customer loyalty, brand/corporate image, customer awareness, secured
distribution, and relationships with customers/distributors (B.Sharp, 1996). Consulting services
are different from manufactured goods and successful use of these services demand
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communication at high levels, relationships, etc. When Engineering consultancies use metrics as
price per drawing, for internal or external reasons, they break the importance of the work they
do. Price per drawing is useful for client to compare consultancies and drag the price to favorable
situation for themselves, disregarding all intangibles that make that drawing possible. Then it
becomes selling of drawings and engineer hours, rather than consulting. G.Kenny in article about
service firms facing commodity price trap offers such advices:

“To avoid the commodity price trap, always bring the buyer back to value – in all
promotional material, project proposals, etc. But to be able to do this, you have to look at
value from the customer’s point of view. And this is quite a challenge for many inward-
looking, production-oriented businesses.
One way for a business to differentiate itself from its competitors is to provide something
extra  at  no  charge.  In  the  case  of  an  engineering  consultancy  such  as  the  CSIRO,  this
could be the provision of software to ensure that the assistance already provided is
successfully implemented. It’s a way of proclaiming: ‘There’s more to us than price;
we’re not just commodity producers’.” (G. Kenny, 2004).

This leads to another common issue - intangibility. Shostack (1977) defines it as “impalpable”
and “not corporeal”, while Bebko (2000) regards intangibility to be uni-dimensional with regards
to its lack of physical evidence. It is hard for consultants to fully elaborate on values as many of
them are hard to measure and impossible to touch. Unlike the product, services are hard to
evaluate on concrete characteristics, which in turn leads to situation where customers have
problems distinguishing between different service providers (Rushton et al., 1989). Because of
that, price can become an important decision point in the buying process.
B. Sharp further acknowledges the importance of branding because of intangibility, by stating
that professional service consumers have difficulty in assessing quality of service even after
consumption.

D.C.  Tarn  offers  a  solution,  which  he  calls  Marketing  Based  Tangibilization  (MBT).   Before
client experiences the service, consultancies should raise client’s sense of tangibility. This should
be achieved with all marketing activities by the consulting firms.
Due to all the reasons above, images of competing firms can become blended and even
employees in the market can’t distinguish what their firm stands for. As observed in research by
D. Karreman and A. Rylander (2008) none of the interviewees (in IT consultancy company)
were able to recall all the official ‘core values’ when asked. However everybody knew what
company stands for based on a marketing campaign featuring sport star figure. Based on this
research, it seems that employees connect much stronger to brand than corporate messages.

2.3 Importance of Marketing
It is about being the best, not about how to be the best or what DeliverIT will do to take
the client there; i.e. positioning DeliverIT as Sports Star rather than communicating the
capabilities or the qualities of what they do. (D. Karreman and A. Rylander, 2008)

As Aaker (2000) correctly points out - ‘It does not take a strategic visionary to see that any slide
toward commodity status should be resisted. The only alternative is to build brands.’ Numerous
cases have shown that strong brands are able to resist commodity trap. In industrial buying
processes, however it may seem that brand influence is less important as decisions are more rigid
and controlled, with more people involved with a very good overview of market.

But let me argue the opposite. After speaking with several clients and asking what are the most
important features when selecting consultants, common answers were: transparency, honesty,
cooperation, trust, competency, ect. These are features that can’t be measured or compared
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directly. This means that great deal of perception is involved when selecting consultant.
Especially bearing in mind intangibility problem that was mentioned before. Strong brand, that
would stand behind employees with a legacy of trust and transparency; that would empower
individuals  to  be  worth  more  that  they  would  be  on  their  own  –  would  with  no  doubt  be  a
powerful tool in clients’ selection process. Byron Sharp (1996) also argues on this issue:

Professional services are normally classed as high involvement "goods" because they are
of a complicated nature and consumers face costly consequences for a wrong decision.
Therefore  it  has  often  been  assumed  that  heuristics  would  not  play  such  a  role  in
consumer choice behavior for professional services, instead, it is thought, consumers
would engage in extended search before making choices. However, this reasoning ignores
the nature of professional services, specifically that they are high on experience and
credence values. Consumers find it very difficult to find information which would allow
them to fully assess competing offerings and consumers often feel "unqualified" to fully
assess the information they may be able to obtain. Thus, consumers may very well make
use  of  heuristics  such  as  choosing  the  first  provider  that  comes  to  mind  -  the  one  with
highest brand awareness. Brand awareness can play the same important role as a market-
based asset for professional services as it does for low involvement products.

And even though price was mentioned as important, it was never mentioned in top 3 selection
criteria. In practice it may be one of the biggest selection criteria, especially later in a process.
But to be considered for a competition is a key here. If consultant company is invited to place an
offer, it already has some chance to win the competition. Current situation in the market is that
clients often invite some selected consultants based on their previous experiences and
perceptions. NCC to a question, if they have considered other consultants for current project,
answered this:

No, but I know about others. Others, than 2 selected were not considered for competition.
It was because of previous knowledge that they don’t have the competence in that. We
would of course be interested if structural engineers would approach us with right
expertise.

Lack of strong brand about the company will often lead to such situations where a company is
not even considered just because client does not perceive that company as able to compete, even
though this might be not the case.

Brands in professional service firms can also be used to strengthen the image of employees
within a particular firm. Brand should make employees under that umbrella be better and more
accepted than on their own. PEAB design manager R. Borg said the following:

“If an engineer would leave from a consultancy company, we would rather follow the
engineer than the company.”

However, the ideal situation should be the opposite, where clients are attracted to brands and
putting demands on right competences. This shows that maybe too little attention has been
placed on building brands that is worth more than a single individual.

At the same time branding is a tool to motivate and empower employees, send cultural message
and make them part of something bigger. Eventually it is employees who will build a brand of
any consultancy company. In consultancy environment, branding is probably better known tool
for communication with employee market rather than clients market.

Well known case of Accenture brand creation can be mentioned as good example. Accenture
developed from Andersen Consulting, due to legal requirement. However it led to worldwide
brand creation. Accenture had to reconsider their business and use marketing, rebranding and
restructuring to make a ground for new identity. As Kaikati (2003) comments on this:
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‘Brands do not exist in isolation from the everyday business – in this case the provision of
business advice, support and services. Had Accenture simply adopted the name and done nothing
else, the critics would have been right off to sniff about the waste of adopting a ‘silly’ name. /…/
the new name was merely a part of a comprehensive rebranding, repositioning and restructuring
process that followed from break with the accountants.’
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3  BACKGROUND

3.1 ECCs
To understand the differences that clients see in engineering consultancy firms it is important to
understand relationship between these bodies. Significant clients of ECCs are large
governmental institutions and largest private companies. For these clients, contracts with ECCs
represent  just  a  small  part  of  turnover  (4  –  10%  based  on  interview  data).  At  the  same  time
services that are provided are of crucial importance. Mistakes made by consultants can costs very
significant amount. Therefore selection of right consultants is important task in clients’
organization. The importance of right selection is increasing with complexity of the task.
Most of customers in this type of business are repetitive customers, where both clients and
consultants are coming back to relationships were successful.

“I would assume 80-85% of our customers are repetitive customers for WSP.” – Per
Ångquist.

And it seems to be similar in the peer group. The relationship between client and consultants are
very personal and strong. As N. Eriksson from Fortum has said:

“Connection between the people in Fortum with the need of help and those consultants is
too  close.  It’s  like  right  hand.  Almost  like  a  coworker.  Its  so  easy  to  always  have  a
consultant to rely on. So I think it is very, very big influence the connection between
people and maybe more than connection with the company. A lot of those working for us
have actually worked for Fortum during the years. Very many people.”

In the Swedish consultancy environment, the fact that few large consultancies have bought
previously governmental consultancies is quite important. People who have been colleagues,
became consultants and clients. Therefore relationships have been a very strong driver in the
past, and is still very influential today.

The selection of engineering consultants is usually in Project Manager or Design Manager hands.
But currently there are changes happening in the way clients are buying consultants. This is
mostly limited to governmental and large industrial organizations. Clients will try to put more
responsibility on consultants and focus on organizational buying rather than selecting
individuals.

“In the new system we should buy at a company level, not personal level. We will set
demands,  and then the company should get the right resources,  incl.  people.  We should
not get involved much, they just have to solve the case. We will put more responsibility
on consultants.” G. Hammar – Trafikverket.

This implies that in the future, engineering consultancies will play even more important and
strategic role, where actual organization and capacities will be of core important. How to manage
this change seem to be of current issue discussed at consultancies boards. Ideas of applying
account management and sales teams are considered. This is due to the fact that the contact base
is shrinking and individual contacts are starting to provide a very significant, long term contracts.
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3.2 Selected ECCs
COWI AB
Employees:  763
Turnover:  808 503 TKR
Profit: 27 037 TKR (3,34%)

VD  Rydberg, Bo Anders Gösta
Registreringsår: 1980

Tyrens AB
Employees:  1 020
Turnover:  1 130 379 TKR
Profit: 42 723 TKR (3,78%)

VD  Francke, Ulrika Margareta Heléne
Registreringsår: 1977

Grontmij AB
Employees:  713
Turnover:  833 381 TKR
Profit: 35 990 TKR (4,32%)

VD  Jereon van der Neut
Registreringsår: 1998

WSP Sverige AB
Employees:  2 239
Turnover:  2 570 200 TKR
Profit: 148 600 TKR (5,78%)

VD  Appelgren, Bo Rikard
Registreringsår: 1952

Ramböll Sverige AB
Employees:  1 215
Turnover:  1 428 764 TKR
Profit: 85 535 TKR (5,99%)

VD  Rydberg, Bo Anders Gösta
Registreringsår: 1980

ÅF AB
Employees:  3 500
Turnover:  5 130 800 TKR
Profit: 312 200 TKR (6,08%)

VD  Appelgren, Bo Rikard
Registreringsår: 1952

Sweco AB
Employees:  5 772
Turnover:  5 987 600 TKR
Profit: 374 800 TKR (6,26%)

VD  Carlsson, Carl Georg Tomas
Registreringsår: 1997

Selected engineering consulting companies are leading in Swedish market by turnover and
number of employees, delivering portfolio of different consulting services. It is important for this
research that companies would not be solely concentrated in niche market.

All of the above companies essentially operate in same markets, like civil engineering,
architecture and urban planning, building design, energy consulting, water and environmental
engineering, industrial engineering, project management.

There have been previously done researches ranking these companies. One of them is
“Värumärkes protokollet” by Dagens Samhälle (2012). This has been a quantitative research
focusing on 3 aspects: recognition, attitude and knowledge of services. This investigation was
carried out in year 2012 and 523 politicians and business people have been interviewed. Out of
group selected for this investigation COWI was not included in research.

According this study Sweco and ÅF were clear leaders in brand awareness followed by WSP,
Ramböll and Tyrens. Grontmij had significantly lower brand awareness than the rest of the
group. In terms of attitude towards brand - WSP, Sweco, Ramböll, ÅF and Tyrens were ranked
similarly with only 5% separating first and fifth place. Grontmij however had lowest rate of
positive attitude – 18%. However, it is important to mention that Grontmij had biggest positive
change in brand attitude since year 2009 (+12%) compared to the rest of the group (see
Appendix 1).
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Interviewed people from consultancy companies agreed to results from this research: “I agree - it
is where it is. Sweco and ÅF are always known. They push their brand, with articles and ads in
newspapers. We did it some time, we thought it was too expensive” – U.Francke, Tyrens.

3.3 Ownership structure
Ownership structure is important shaping factor for behavior of these firms. Some companies are
driven by foundations and others are publicly traded. Foundations are usually commercial,
independent foundations holding majority shares of a company. The objective of the Foundation
is to create a stable basis for the company and to support research and development relating to
engineering industry. It also must ensure its financial independence through self-financing,
employee-financing or by injection of external capital. Publicly traded companies are more
sensitive to market fluctuations as they are strictly obliged to meet financial targets, while
foundations driven companies may accept more fluctuations based on long term perspectives.
Foundations also have ability to invest significant amounts back to research and development.

FOUNDATION PUBLICLY TRADED
COWI – COWIfonden SWECO
RAMBOLL - The Ramboll Foundation WSP
TYRENS – private foundation GRONTMIJ

ÅF

3.4 Clients Organization
Interviews taken from industrial organizations that are repetitive customers of selected
engineering consulting companies will be a primary source of information. Interviewed people
would be directly related to selection process of ECC’s. Selected companies are currently
operating in market and are not one time customers, but having continuous demand for
consulting activities.
Chosen clients represent different market segments for engineering consultancies. This allows
getting a broader perspective in how different groups are thinking. Selected and interviewed
clients are as follows:

Engineering Consultancies

Contractors

PEAB NCC

Energy

Fortum

Government

Trafikverket

Developers

Fabege
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4  METHODOLOGY
In this chapter the process of method development is described as well as final method. It
includes the interviewing techniques used and description of tools used to help to understand
perceptions that clients have. Limitations are also presented in paragraph “4.4 Limitation”.

4.1 Method

The selection of ECCs in clients’ organization is done by some specific people that are usually
continually involved in task of choosing various suppliers, including ECCs. Therefore to answer
the question how clients see differences between ECCs it is best to aim at this group of people
who participate in selection process. Their opinions and actions translate into actual client
behaviors.

Semi-structured qualitative interviews (McCracken, 1988) with this group will be the core of this
research. In this method guiding questions will be prepared which will serve as initiation of
discussion. The questions are open-ended and prepared to understand the phenomenon of the
interest (Maykut and Morehouse (1994)).

The profiles for interviews will be carefully selected as defined in qualitative research method.
As said by McCracken (1988):

The purpose of the qualitative interview is not to discover how many, and what kinds of,
people share a certain characteristic. It is to gain access to cultural categories and
assumptions according to which one culture construes the world. /…/ The first principle
(of selecting respondents) is that “less is more”. It is more important to work longer, and
with greater care, with few people than more superficially with many of them.

As this research is studying only largest customers for Swedish ECCs, every interview with
clients carries important information about the attitude and position of their biggest clients.

To understand how the selected group of people from clients’ organizations perceives ECCs,
photo elicitation will be used. In its most basic form, elicitation is based on the idea to insert a
photograph or image to an interview (Harper, 2002). Even though using images to get insights in
brand understanding is not new, there are no strict guidelines (Harper, 1986) how to form
methodology. Therefore the method development will be described rather carefully to provide a
better basis for discussion of such method.

There are 2 tools used in this interview method. The part of images is combined into a TOOL 1
(image 4.1). TOOL 2 (image 4.2) is matrix of ECC logos and combination of descriptions that
ECCs provide about themselves in their homepages.

TOOL 1

First tool is based on comparing companies against different animal pictures. This tool is an
opening tool for discussion, where it gives a chance for interviewee to express their feelings and
emotions towards a brand. It is important to say that TOOL 1 is aiming to open up interviewee
for deeper conversation, rather than to compare company to specific picture.
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Each company is asked to be related to one or more pictures. All seven ECCs are being assigned
one by one and follow up question after each selection is given: “Why this picture represents this
company?” Expressed associations and descriptions are being noted.

Image 4.1 – TOOL 1 (see Appendix 4) Image 4.2 – TOOL 2 (see Appendix 5)

TOOL 2

TOOL 2 is a matrix with commonly used descriptions of ECC that are used in their  marketing
material and those companies’ logos. This is an analysis of understanding specific how clients
rank ECC according to how ECC present themselves in their official marketing materials.

In this tool specific features of these companies have to be ranked from 1 to 5, where 1 stands for
worst and 5 - best. Rank 3 means average and if all companies are perceived as exactly the same
in some category, all should be valued 3. It is a comparison tool, therefore it is not meant to tell
how good these companies in specific areas are, but how good these companies are compared
among ECCs.
TOOL 2 is given at the end of the interview, when interviewees have already mentally
differentiated ECCs and can rather well verbally explain differences between companies in this
group.

4.2 Development of tools and flow of interviews
The initial idea to investigate this topic was to use tools to enhance qualitative interviews. Since
brand perception of such diverse and large organizations like ECC is complex issue to discuss,
especially for industry insiders working directly with these brands and having more personal
encounters than marketing influence. As a starting point TOOL 2 was established. But in  first
test  interview  with  NCC  it  was  very  difficult  for  interviewee  to  fill  in  that  tool  due  to
generalization. During this interview TOOL 2 was given to fill in the beginning which proved to
be way too early in the discussion. This tool is more complex to understand as it is only verbal
and generic information that is provided.
Therefore to enhance the flow of interviews photo elicitation method has been introduced. First
version of TOOL 1 was based on car brands (image 4.3). The idea of comparing a car brands
with professional services is not completely new. In article “Sit back and enjoy the ride” by
Fiona Czerniawska it explained why these two industries are comparable:
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“Today’s consulting industry is like the car industry in the 1980s. Back then, car
companies were obsessed with the features their cars had (think ABS, leather seats, air-
conditioning) and they thought their customers were too, so that all their marketing
focused on this. But, in the fullness of time, they came to realise that those features were
much of a muchness: if rival car makes didn’t already have them, they soon would.
Attracting customers would therefore to depend on the image of the car.
Now consider the consulting industry. We are obsessed with features: how good we are at
working with clients; the high-calibre of skills we can draw on; our global footprint; how
innovative our approach is; our project management methodology. But our clients (let’s
be honest) think we’re all pretty similar because all of those features are very easy to
claim to replicate.

When consulting firms wake up to the fact that their marketing needs to focus on image
and customer values the entire basis of competition in the industry will shift.”

F. Czerniawska has also carried out quantitative research, comparing car brands with
management consultancies brands. Therefore, initial idea was to go the same way and compare
car brands with engineering consultancies.
It was chosen to use preselected images due to the fact that selected target group is consisting of
professionals in high positions that have very limited time resources. Creating images would
require more time during interviews. These interviews are designed to present as little hassle to
interviewees as possible.

Image 4.3 – first version of TOOL 1 using car brands.
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TOOL1 has been taken to 3 more test interviews and proved to bring much better results. This
tool has been used at the beginning of the meeting and TOOL 2 has been introduced as the last
thing  in  the  interview.  In  between  TOOL  1  and  TOOL  2  it  was  a  traditional  semi  structured
qualitative interview with guiding questions. Such order also proved to be best set to get best
quality of insights in perception.

In the last test interview with Fortum, it was suggested to use something else instead of cars.
Something like animals. From previous interviews I have also identified that cars carry too much
associations and meanings which allows interviewees to explain less of why they choose specific
cars, assuming that others have similar associations towards those car brands. Based on that,
decision to test animal pictures instead has been taken. Final version of TOOL 1 has been
developed (image 4.1) and tested in one more additional interview. It did ease require more
explanation of why a certain picture of an animal was selected as there were less associated
meanings that one could leave out.

During these 4 test interviews also questions and flow have been optimized to the final
questionnaire (Appendix 2 and 3).

4.3 Final model of an interview
Interviews with clients are around 60 minutes each. The flow of the meeting is as follows:

1. Introducing TOOL 1. Questioning why certain image is selected. Noting down
expressions and reasons given of choosing certain image.

2. Starting a discussion based on guidance questions. Trying to determine factors that
clients see as important judging criteria about differences between these brands.

3. Introducing TOOL 2. Allowing for interviewee to take time to rank these companies
according provided descriptions. Discussion about selections.

4. Asking to describe which tool was easier to answer and better representing differences.

4.4 Limitations
Due to limited time and size, this research will focus solely on perception of engineering
consultancies by its clients. This means excluding a deeper analysis of clients needs or
suggestions of full action plan for changing situation. However observations are presented in
discussions paragraph.
As this is qualitative research, no quantitative assumptions will be made.

Due to the nature of the question in hand some over simplifications ad generalizations are
unavoidable. Client perceptions represented at interviews are not necessarily approach of that
specific company, but rather a mixture of a personal view of interviewee and company policy.
Therefore at any place in this report where it is mentioned that specific company have expressed
some opinion the before mentioned fact have to be respected.
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5  RESULTS
In the results chapter the results that are obtained with the process/methods described in the
previous chapter are compiled, and analyzed and compared with the existing knowledge and/or
theory presented in the frame of reference chapter.

5.1 Interviews
Interviews have been held with both ECCs and Client organizations to be able to understand how
each side see the situation towards differences of ECCs.
Results from first two interviews – with WSP and NCC – will be considered as only partly valid,
due to the fact that final method as described above have not been used. However those
interviews gave a very good insights and information in some areas and that data will be used in
this report.
In total 8 interviews have been done of which 5 were with clients and 3 with consultants.

Interviewed Companies
Clients – Performed Interviews
13/02/13 NCC AB - Torbjörn Dorbell – Technical Manager (TEST)
13/03/01 FORTUM AB - Niklas Eriksson – Purchase Manager  (TEST -  fully counts)
13/04/24 PEAB AB/Innovapro – Ricard Borg – Design Manager
13/04/24 FABEGE - Lars-Peter Brette – Project Manager
13/05/17 TRAFIKVERKET – Gunnar Hammar / Ställföreträdande Enhetschef
ECCs - Performed interviews
13/02/07 WSP AB – Per Angquist – Business Development Manager (TEST)
13/03/06 GRONTMIJ AB  - Magnus Parkler – Sales Director (TEST -  fully counts)
13/03/21 TYRENS AB – Ulrika Francke – CEO

5.2 Results
If comparing ECCs by their official presentations online, it is impossible to disagree with
Maister (2003), when he argues that most consultancies in the world are communicating more or
less the same message. It is definitely true when speaking about Swedish engineering
consultancies. The common description that would fit almost any company from ECC group is:
“We are a company providing highly qualified services and solutions. We are creating value for
our customers, are independent, responsible and trustworthy. Our organization has the best
people and combine global presence with local knowledge. Everything we do is sustainable for
both our clients and stakeholders.”
The TOOL 2 (image 4.2) has been based on such descriptions to understand importance of them.
These definitions more or less mach what clients mention as their selection criteria: competence,
efficiency, transparency, trust, honesty, cooperation, internal systems. These are all parameters
that are based on individual perception and previous experience.
But despite that, most of interviewees had a hard time finding differences between such
definitions. As well said by G.Hammar from Trafikverket: “All are saying they are flexible, but
it depends on individual project. Nobody can judge based on this.” The problem with these
definitions are that they are prerequisites for any consultancy company, maybe even to any
knowledge based company. By the fact that for example Ramboll is saying that they are worth to
be trusted it doesn’t mean that others are not worth to be trusted. These definitions of companies
are not helping to distinguish them from each other. It is nearly advertising a car by saying that it
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has a wheel. No client would be willing to work with not honest, not efficient, having bad people
consultant. Just like no one would be interested in buying a car with no wheel.
Therefore, it is fair to say, that currently, most ECCs are advertising based on prerequisites,
rather than some added value.

A good exception is probably Tyrens. Marketing message from this company is based on frazes
as such:

“Tyréns is a leader in research and development and works closely with universities and
research institutes.”

“Member of the group Swedish Technology and Design”
“The ownership and strong finances make it possible to commit to a project on a long-
term basis so that we can develop our business and our staff”
“…technological curiosity…” (www.tyrens.se).

U. Francke, CEO of Tyrens had this to say:
 “It  is  our  image.  In  development  project  we  can  approach  our  clients  and  offer  to
cooperate in such project for development of new techniques. This builds our
relationship. Others can’t do it. A lot of customers really appreciate it, not all (they want
to focus on result). But some long term customers are interested in research and
development.
What separates us is that we are not in stock exchange; we have trusted owners which
enables us to have developments which can go on for several years. We can endure
things, where others, especially ones on stock exchange, have to change their way based
on new economic situation.  We don’t have that, we are long term.”

And during meetings with clients, Tyrens has often received positive comments, on having good
reputation, good people and positive experiences (Fabege, Trafikverket, NCC). While the main
way of having contact with clients was still a traditional person to person approach, but Tyrens
have used who they are to try to be seen as different.

The image 8.1 shows the summary of results from TOOL 2. Since it is a quantitative research -
the tolerances are quite big and no general image should be suggested. Many interviewees had
difficulty  to  find  any  differences  based  on  such  descriptions.  Fabege  (not  direct  client),
Trafikverket could not identify any differences at all, while NCC and Peab were struggling to be
able  to  identify  some areas  where  they  were  different.  This  comes  to  show that  ECCs are  not
recognized by their own definitions.

In  this  chart,  grade  3  stands  for  same  as  the  rest  in  this  group.  And  it  was  the  most  popular
number to choose – meaning it was difficult to distinguish on such definitions. The differences in
this chart can’t be generalized without further quantitative research. But the personal experiences
were the main driver for valuing companies positively or negatively.

From interviews with several engineering consultancy firms it is clear that each of them do have
a distinguished image towards themselves, but this is not necessarily matching their official
presentation. For example WSP identifies itself as high quality company with strong brand and
wide portfolio of services. Grontmij see itself as agile, fast and flexible firm, while Tyrens thinks
it is smart and proud company.
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Image 8.1 – Summary of results of TOOL2

Some of these features were mentioned when interviewing clients. But what is very clear, is that
all interviewees had a very distinct image of ECCs based on their experience with them. For
example, 3 people have said the following about WSP:

- Good value for money.

- I have a feeling that they don’t want to risk anything. They never want to say anything,
they always have to go back to an office, and confirm everything.

- WSP have performed very well in past years. And maybe I am most happy with WSP.
They are also very wide. They have better order than Sweco.

And this  applies  to  all  ECCs on  the  list.  Based  on  different  experiences,  very  different  images
were selected and very different associations were mentioned. Using TOOL 1 (the images with
animals) was not that easy, as some people had very hard time to define a one image for these
large consultancy companies. It is impossible, using data that have been received to draw a
significant  picture  of  how  each  ECC  is  perceived.  But  it  is  very  well  possible  to  establish  on
which basis clients differentiate these companies. Surprisingly, clients had a true and honest
interest in engineering consultancies and were keen on making them better. Trafikverket said the
following:

“We are totally dependent on these people (engineers). If people in these companies are
not really good, then we have a problem. If we don’t develop people, then after some
years we will not have people who can help us. We are totally dependent on each other.”
G. Hammar, Trafikverket.

First  and  foremost,  when  clients  are  asked  to  define  what  differentiates  ECCs,  they  mention
people in it. And all have said that if their contact would have changed the organization, they
would follow the contact, rather than stick to the organization. This situation shows interesting
phenomena, where individual employee is adding value to the company more than the company
is adding value to an employee.
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Images towards companies are very vague (dominate individuals), and most strong impressions
are build on previous experiences. As an example, G. Hammar had a bad experience with
Grontmij. It was long time ago – about 10 years ago, and based on that, he had a quite negative
image of the firm. He commented:

“It takes long time to forget that. However if some other people would come to Grontmij,
then the status of the company would change.”

But even so, there is a paradox, as clients rarely go out looking for information about changes in
ECCs. This leads to bad project experience dragging a negative image for as long as a decade.
NCC, when asked if they have looked around for other consultants who could be able to do the
project said:

“No, but I know about others. Others than 2 selected were not considered for competition.
It  was because of previous knowledge that they don’t  have the competence in that.  We
would of course be interested if structural engineers would approach us with right
expertise. We would like to have wide network of structural engineers.”

Even if marketing is not that popular between engineering consultancies, there is definitely
untapped potential in situations as such. It is especially important for ECCs to rely more on
marketing when deciding to enter new markets.

Other areas that clients noticed that are differentiating ECCs were culture. Grontmij being
foreign and Ramboll and Cowi being Danish have been mentioned as a differentiating factor.
However, it was mentioned in both positive and negative ways. One interviewee said that is was
always  difficult  with  Danish  companies,  while  it  was  very  good  with  Finnish.  Grontmij  was
mentioned as having different and more creative approach due to its international background.
Even though these are truly perceptions, but they are very important to be considered when
trying to differentiate oneself.
It was also mentioned a general problem of engineers from engineering consultancies being too
focused on office work and not having enough time speaking with people and communicating.
This could truly be a differentiating point if any company could build up a culture of mixed
engineers and ‘practitioners’. Currently, it seems as all companies have the same position if
compared to being closer to client and thinking like client.

None of the interviewed clients said that price is determining factor, but it was always important.
It is more often that consultants themselves are dumping prices to get ahead of the competition.
All clients mentioned competence, trust, transparency, honesty, cooperation, “the right feeling”
and similar characteristics. These are not quantified and are evaluated based on a feeling. PEAB,
when selecting consultants for the largest shopping mall construction in Scandinavia said that
they  didn’t  choose  any  consultant  based  on  price  -  they  picked  right  organization.  Right
organization is a very unclear term, which was true at the time of selection. Later in the process,
some companies worked well, some didn’t. This comes to show that picking “right organization”
is extremely hard for client, and ‘right organizations’ are not necessarily the ones that will
succeed. The notion of right organization is built on very limited information provided at the
time: promises of resources, ideas about the project, documents about internal systems, people in
the meeting room and previous experience together with some people in the organization. None
of these however can guarantee a successful implementation of a project. All of them are
immeasurable, unclear, can be breached and not followed. People can change and especially
talking about large projects, there are many more people involved than visible from the
beginning. Many internal factors at ECC side and external collaboration factors determine
smoothness of a project.
Fabege,  one  of  the  largest  property  owners  in  the  county  of  Stockholm  said  that  name  of  the
companies is not the most important issue actually. Fabege is not commonly using any of these
large companies. L. Brette said: “The larger companies are more expensive mostly. They have a
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lot  of  staff  that  they  want  to  keep  at  work.  When  we  need  a  work  from  2  people,  larger
companies involve more people with 20% capacity. And then we don’t get as much as we want
from that organization.”

Issue of size of these companies has come up several times. NCC and Fortum noted that these
companies try to oversell  too much. In spite of trying to listen very carefully what is  the need,
ECCs often start offering all their departments. In these situations, smaller companies with right
people were as competitive as big ones. It is interesting to note, that except when it comes to a
very large projects, small companies are as competitive as the giants. These small firms can
usually offer better prices due to smaller management costs and can devote resources without
trying to oversell. Keeping in mind that in current market situation it is people who are actually
adding value to companies, some experts are working very successfully in their own firms and
are hired directly by customers or even by large consultancies themselves.
To better summarize results, segmentation must be used for further discussion. After conducting
interviews it was apparent that Contractors, Government & Energy, and Developers had different
problems, approaches and understanding of ECCs. To fully confirm that this segmentation is
valid, a quantitative research should be made, but from the results on hand it was the only logical
way to group the answers.

Both interviewed contractors noted that they feel lack of understanding from consultancy side. It
was mentioned that consultants are too focused on technical solution, rather than really
understanding where is the value in a particular project. The companies could differentiate
themselves by being closer to contractors needs and coming up with interesting solutions that
contractors are not aware. Both interviewees also agreed that there is no consultancy firm which
significantly stands out serving this segment.

“Key word is understanding – understand the client’s needs. Not all of them listen to the
client. If they would understand the whole process, it would be much easier.”
R. Borg, PEAB
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Currently there is a trend in this industry, where organizational buying becomes more important
than individual contacts. Large buyer organizations want to formalize the process and add more
control. WSP, Tyrens, Fortum and Trafikverket have all confirmed the following:

“Some  of  our  clients  are  moving  towards  buyer  organization.  The  market  for  the
consultants  will  get  bigger  in  the  coming  years  and  we  will  see  different  kind  of
consultants. Therefore there will have to be a mind change for suppliers delivering whole
solutions.” Per Ångquist – WSP.

Trefikverket, as one of the largest consumer of engineering consultancy services, has confirmed
this trend (quote in paragraph 4). But it is not only the way of working that is changing, but also
the way clients are looking at ECCs that is changing:

“It is hard as we (Trafikverket) have talked, that we will rate companies - rate experience
of the company. As an example there was a Norwegian firm that had a catastrophic
project. I said – we will never work with them again. But if they would take over people
from  company  like  ELU  -  they  are  classed  as  best  and  experts  -  then  the  Norwegian
company would be the best.” G.Hammar.

These new ways of thinking require answering the questions that this research paper is trying to
answer – what is actually differentiating these firms. Further it requires ECCs to rethink how
they understand marketing. Since currently most of client contact is direct, few people are
concerned with importance of marketing. This leads to majority of companies presenting
themselves with no personality, just features that can’t be judged upon. But in this new system,
where companies will have to be generalized and evaluated, suddenly the overall message and
image becomes vital. This also moves communication level from project management to
business and strategic managers.
For this only group, the size of the companies and portfolio of services was a significant feature.

It is getting more and more important.../ Now we really need those who have quite wide
experience. Not only that but also from big large projects. /…/ it could be a bit easier and
smoother if that would be one company, with one system, same bosses etc. - N.Eriksson,
Fortum.

Developers present a market segment, where most of design and implementation work is bought
from other companies. Engineering consultants are usually involved in early stages, and provide
a consulting on a general level, rather than detailed level. This means very high quality
consulting over quantity consulting. Price is also an important player, even if it is not a deciding
criterion. Therefore in the case of Fabege, smaller consultancies are used, as their cost structure
is lighter (less management), quality of engineers is driving force, and capacity is not the core
issue. Fabege is also concerned with the fact that ECCs are tempted to add too many resources to
a project, instead of devoting certain people full time.

Energy & Government

Developers
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6  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A discussion of the results and the conclusions that the authors have drawn during the Master of
Science thesis are presented in this chapter. The conclusions are based from the analysis with
the intention to answer the formulation of questions that is presented in Chapter 1.

6.1 Discussion
The most important aspect of this research for Engineering Consultancies is to understand the
potential role of marketing and branding. It should be seen as management tool helping
systematically drive and shape frames of references, norms and values among organizational
members. Dan Kärreman and Anna Rylander (2008) emphasize importance of relationship
between the brand and organization identity. As argued earlier in this paper, brand should be a
reflection of what one is. And so to be able to use marketing as management tool to manage
message and behavior of organization, engineering consultancies should understand as best they
can - who are they, what separated them from the crowd and maybe even consider what they
could become in some areas.

To summarize findings of this paper we can conclude:
- Clients see some differences between engineering consultancies, but they are slim;
- Most of engineering consultancies present themselves very similarly, using prerequisites

as communication message, but employees within ECCs do see more differences;
- Clients consider that specific people are more important than companies themselves.

People within companies determine image, not companies add image to people;
- Internal culture, processes have not been considered as important selection criteria;
- A lot of ‘’soft’’ (trustworthiness, competency, reliability, etc.) criteria determines which

consultant will be chosen, and price is rarely the deciding factor, even though it is
important;

- Individuals determine differences based on direct experiences. Bad experiences in client
minds can last even for a decade. Successful project implementations are key to building
a good image.

- ECC companies are not that predictable – different clients have experienced very
different Swecos, WSPs, COWIs, etc.

Firstly, ECCs should put more focus on different market segments. Government has been
traditionally very large consumer of engineering services and therefore many of ECCs have
shaped their organization towards working with such organizations. However, other market
segments have not been tackled well enough. This can very well be a differentiation point. WSP
have managed to get into a successful relationship with Trafikverket, based on fast reaction and
action to changing market conditions. During interview with G. Hammar (Trafikverket) it was
clear  that  WSP is  the  consultant  of  choice,  allowing  for  high  financial  benefits.  Therefore  it  is
fair  to  say,  that  smart  positioning  into  market  segments  which  are  less  served  can  be  a  good
differentiation point. It is quite common that consultancies are very generalized to be able to
serve any kind of client in any situation. U. Francke (Tyrens) sais:

‘’In a consultancy you would have people who say: ‘we always say yes to everything’.
But we also try to say no to project that could jeopardize the brand.’’

Seconly, ECCs well understands that people are their most important asset and that it is their
people that build the brand. But the unpredictability of brand and unpredictability of output is an
issue that must be addressed. Marketing understanding can serve in many ways here. To increase
satisfaction and reliability it first must be understood how different groups of customers evaluate
satisfaction and reliability. All of ECCs are good in something, but when they are good in wrong
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things, that is where problems occur. Knowing in which projects consultants succeed most and
why, and then pursuing these projects can increase reliability.
Further, clients have not identified that business systems are that important. Overwhelmingly,
people were more important. This either comes to show, that ECCs do not invest enough energy
to create a stronger business structures, which could be foundations for standing out from other
companies, or don’t communicate it well enough. This maybe well due to the common pricing
model in Swedish market, where consultants are paid by hours and so there is little motivation to
try  to  make  business  more  efficient.  This  has  been  discussed  in  all  of  the  interviews,  but  both
sides are claiming that the other slide is still not willing to move to fixed price model. However
all agree, that it is the model of the future, meaning that improvements in internal efficiency will
have more potential. Companies could also take this chance to differentiate themselves already
and position themselves in efficiency and effectiveness area, by doing right investments. Tyrens
is already taking this chance by improving internal processes.

Talking  about  price,  ECC  clients  did  not  move  price  over  quality,  even  though  price  was
important.  But  it  was  mentioned,  that  due  to  lack  of  work,  consultancies  are  dumping  prices.
This means that consultancies themselves are pushing to be treated as commodities, where price
would determine outcome. Instead of focusing on providing better quality and meet the client’s
needs better, consultancies take an easy but very dangerous way – lowering prices.
As G.Hammar from Trafikverket said: “it is not good that they are dumping prices. We are then
risking that consultants will not deliver right quality. If you need 40 hours to design bridge, but
you get only 20 – that is not good.”. But it is thin line between cheap and good quality, and
maybe it is so because consultants are not able to sell their quality in right way. When “soft”
issues  hard  to  quantify,  price  is  very  easy  to  compare.  Consultants  could  as  well  try  to  help
clients quantify their quality and other “soft” issues, as that is the place, where extra margins are
condensed.

Finally, and maybe most importantly – ECCs should put a lot of effort on building internal
culture of a company that would be clear for every employee what s/he stands for. In the end of
the day, it is employees in the projects, in the meeting rooms that shape the image of the brand.
Every  person  is  different,  but  they  all  should  carry  one  message,  one  style.  This  can  only  be
achieved by a very clearly defined market for particular engineering consultancy or department
within, and continuous communication and training. G.Kenny (2004) in his article emphasizes
common problem in professional services firms:

“Many managers who become caught up in the commodity-price trap become tunnelled
in their thinking, sucked in by a mind set. This phenomenon can overtake a whole
industry. The result is that organizations can become purely price-driven.

Geographically dispersed, they are often left to their own devices and vary enormously in
their negotiation capabilities. Senior management has acknowledged that these managers
may have had their prices bargained down and may have fallen into the commodity-price
trap. The decision? To improve managers’ negotiation skills.”

All  of  the  ECCs  emphasize  training  of  their  employees,  but  since  working  for  one  them  and
having insights how others are functioning, the trainings are focused on technical skills. Rarely
there is leadership in messages, giving guidance, confidence and inspiration. It is well
understandable, since few of ECCs have defined who they are as organization in the first place.
Without having that image, it is impossible to make the rest 1 000 or 10 000 people believe in it.
This in turn leads to unpredictability and organizations that are led by reputation of individuals.

Most of ECCs should carefully review their messages in webpages and marketing brochures.
Since most of these firms have a message that varies very little, it is hard to be able to grasp any
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differences between thesem. The messages serve less to customers, but are important for current
and possible employees. Employees want to stand for something that they can believe, and
marketing messages helps creating cultural environment in the organization. But reading
information available, it is nearly impossible to define what is the culturally exceptional about
each  of  these  companies,  and  why  that  company  is  so  special,  that  employee  would  want  not
only to work for that company, but also have motivation everyday to build something bigger
than life.

6.2 Conclusions
Looking back to main question of this thesis - how clients perceive differences of engineering
consultancy companies. Or are there differences at all? –it is easier to answer the second part
of it. There are some perceived differences, but these are not constant and based on previous
experiences by people in client’s organizations. However, differences related to purely to
company brand are very slim and most clients had difficulty relating to a ECCs brands.

People within organizations were overwhelmingly the most important factor that differentiated
these companies. In most cases this meant direct work experience together, or colleague
recommendation. Some attention has been placed to capacity of companies (economic,
resources, etc.), but speaking about ECCs – large selected companies – it is not a differentiating
factor.
Surprisingly, very little to none attention by clients have been placed on internal systems,
processes  and  culture.  This  maybe  be  either  these  systems and  experiences  as  a  group are  not
well communicated or they are not that different either between ECCs.

What could be other differentiating factors is discussed in chapter above 6.1 Results.
To summarize, it can be said, that current marketing efforts are not being effective in the sense of
differentiating ECCs. However, maybe it is not the purpose in professional services marketing.
Instead, this thesis suggest that marketing could be used as a management tool to help
communicate meaning and leadership for internal organizational members, who are actually
shaping company  image during execution of projects and direct client connections.
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APPENDIX 1: RECODGNITION AND ATTITUDE
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APPENDIX 2: QUESTIONAIRE - ECC
QUESTIONAIRE
ENGINEERING CONSULTANCY APPROACH
This thesis work is aimed at finding out what differentiates engineering consultancy firms from
each other looking from a client’s perspective. To do so, interviews will be held with both
engineering consultancy firms and their key clients.
Interviews will be dialog based. This will allow investigating questions that are more relevant for
each specific case.

GUIDING TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION

Discuss your companies approach towards marketing.

How do you see your company to be different from competitors? What separates you?

Approach towards customer marketing vs. employee marketing.

What are your company’s strengths? Why customers choose you?

Your opinion about the size of your company?

Can you discuss the approach of key account management and selling mixed service
packages?

Does your firm have a clear view of how is it seen among clients?

What does it mean for you to be innovative as engineering consultant?
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APPENDIX 3: QUESTIONAIRE – CLIENTS

QUESTIONAIRE

CLIENTS’ APPROACH

This thesis work is aimed at finding out what differentiates engineering consultancy firms from
each other looking from a client’s perspective. To do so, interviews will be held with both
engineering consultancy firms and their key clients.

To make this work successful, partnering firms on client side are expected to contribute in these
following ways:

Discuss current ways of contracting engineering consultants.

Discuss relationship with consultants.

Evaluate leading consulting firms in selected criteria.

Discuss what values you as a client are looking for when contracting consultants.

Interviews will be dialog based. This will allow investigating questions that are more relevant for
each specific case.

CONTROL INFORMATION

Interviewee Name

Position

Company

Top 5 consultants used* 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

* this information will be used to understand background of situation. If not known, please note
so.
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GUIDING QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

Questions are to help the flow of discussion and not a strict format for interview.

Discuss current ways of selecting engineering consultants:

a) What are the most important criteria for you when selecting ECC (engineering
consulting company)?

a. Rank these companies according to your identified criteria (from 0-100%)

b) What is profile of people that are making buying decisions (purchasing, layer,
engineer background?)

c) Do you expect to be contacted by consulting company to present themselves?

What is personality of each of these companies?

What are top 3 companies that you would prefer to work with all the time, if they would
stand equal in competition?

Describe engineering consultant as a person? Is that a person you want to work with?

Case talk: Can we take a case that is either ongoing or passed to analyze how did you
select ECC?

What are trends that you can identify in this market? What do you miss from ECC?
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APPENDIX 4: TOOL 1
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APPENDIX 5: TOOL 2


